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Customwood shutters
With crisp, clean colours, the
Customwood range offers a budget
solution that provides a distinctive
accent to any home. Manufactured in
engineered wood with an extrusion
coating in hard wearing polypropylene,
Customwood shutters are a durable
and scratch resistant solution for areas
not subjected to water or steam.
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Colour options: 5 colours
Louvre type: Elliptical
louvre max hinged
width panel width
Stile width:50, 63
63mm
750mm
Stile thickness: 25
89mm
750mm
Maximum panel height: 2700
Divider rail required @: 1600 114mm 750mm
Tilt rod: Centre, Offset, Clearview, Easytilt

PVC shutters

louvre
width

max hinged
panel width

63mm

650mm

89mm

650mm

Colour options: 1 colour + custom paint
Louvre type: Elliptical
Stile width: 50
Stile thickness: 29
Maximum panel height: 2700
Divider rail required @: 1400
Tilt rod: Centre, Offset, Clearview
Hinged panel width (max): 650 (all blade sizes)

Solid PVC louvres resist dents
and scratches, and provide a
highly durable and stable
shutter, designed to be water
resistant and low maintenance.
Available in one standard
colour, you can also personalise
your polyvinyl shutter by
selecting from a range of
custom paint shades.
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Ecotimba shutters
Ecotimba hardwood shutters utilise
advanced production techniques to
provide a highly stable and durable
hardwood shutter constructed from
plantation
grown, finger jointed
Basswood. The range is available in
5 painted colours, and allows for
larger panel widths than many other
shutters are able to provide.

louvre
width

cost
level
medium
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no
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47mm

max hinged
panel width
760mm

63mm

920mm

89mm

1067mm

114mm

1067mm

Colour options: 5 colours
Louvre type: Elliptical
Stile width: 50
Stile thickness: 25
Maximum panel height: 3000
Divider rail required @: 1800
Tilt rod: Centre, Offset, Clearview, Easytilt

Phoenix shutters
The natural warmth and grain of
Phoenixwood can be enhanced
with a contemporary array of 8
paint and 16 stain finishes or
custom painted in any colour
from the Dulux Series 2
Specifier. Phoenix shutters are
the
most
environmentally
friendly shutter choice and can
be uniquely stained to match
the look of Surian Cedar.
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Phoenixwood
An environmental wonder

Colour options: 8 paint, 16 stain
Louvre type: Elliptical
Stile width: 50, 63
Stile thickness: 28
Maximum panel height: 3000
Divider rail required @: 1800
Tilt rod: Centre, Offset, Clearview, Easytilt

louvre
width

max hinged
panel width

63mm

920mm

89mm

1067mm

114mm

1067mm

Phoenixwood is an environmentally friendly solution that makes good
economic sense. The Phoenixwood , also known as Paulownia or Kiritree,
has genuine green environmental credentials. It is one of the world’s fastest
growing tree species. Sawn timber can be harvested in less than 10 years
and after harvesting, a new tree can grow from the original stump (coppice
growth) using the old and well established root system. This process can
be repeated several times, saving post-harvest clearing, land erosion and
the resultant runoff and river salinity.

Colour options: 6 colours
Louvre type: Elliptical
Stile width: 50
Stile thickness: 26
Maximum panel height: 3000
Divider rail required @: 1800
Tilt rod: Centre, Offset, Easytilt

louvre
width

max hinged
panel width

46mm

550mm

63mm

800mm

89mm

920mm

114mm

920mm

Artwood shutters
Artwood is a manufactured product developed for, but
not restricted to, moisture area applications. It is
made using a timber core, and is encased in a
synthetic product called ABS. It is useful for moisture
area applications such as bathrooms, kitchens,
laundries etc. where a waterproof widespan shutter is
required.
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Western red cedar
shutters
Available in 18 painted colours and two
lacquered natural wood tones, Western
red cedar shutters can also be custom
painted in any colour from Dulux Series
2 Specifier. Western red cedar is
lightweight with a distinctive wood grain
pattern and is usually chosen if a very
natural timber look is required, as it is
expected that you may have a variety of
colours within the range in each blind or
shutter.
cost
level
premium

wet
area
no

external motorise
use
option
no

yes

Colour options: 18 paint, 2 clear
Louvre type: Elliptical
Stile width: 50, 63
Stile thickness: 28
Maximum panel height: 3600
Divider rail required @: 1900
Tilt rod: Centre, Offset, Clearview, Easytilt

louvre
width

max hinged
panel width

63mm

940mm

89mm

1170mm

114mm

1250mm
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Basswood shutters
Basswood shutters are made from
plantation grown resources and finished
with a silk smooth palette of 13 solid and
13 stain colours. They can also be
custom painted in any colour from the
Dulux Series 2 specifier. Basswood
shutters are harder and more resistant to
damage than other softwood options.

cost
level
premium

wet
area
no

external motorise
use
option
no

yes

louvre
width

max hinged
panel width

63mm

920mm

89mm

1095mm

114mm

1095mm

Colour options: 13 paint, 13 stain
Louvre type: Elliptical
Stile width: 50, 63
Stile thickness: 28
Maximum panel height: 3000
Divider rail required @: 1800
Tilt rod: Centre, Offset, Clearview, Easytilt
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Aluminium shutters
Aluminium Shutters are ideal for patios,
decks and balconies and provide adjustable
privacy, light and sun control in all outdoor
areas and weather conditions. The
aluminium shutter range is manufactured
from extruded high tensile aluminium (T5)
with stainless steel hardware. It provides a
durable, low maintenance product, suitable
for interior as well as exterior applications. It
is available in woodgrain finish to match
adjacent cedar joinery or in a range of solid
powdercoat colours.
cost
level
premium

wet
area
yes

external motorise
use
option
yes

no

Colour options: 4 colours + Woodgrain
Louvre type: Elliptical
Stile width: 50
Stile thickness: 26
louvre max hinged
Maximum panel height: 3000 width panel width
Divider rail required @: 1900 89mm 1000mm
114mm 1000mm
Tilt rod: Clearview

Tilt motorisation for shutters
Tilt motorisation is smooth, quiet and simple to use. The
system is battery controlled and operated by a wireless
infrared remote so that no expensive and invasive hardwiring
is required. Eight pre-set angle positions plus single or
multiple panel control options ensures that your shutter
louvres will line up perfectly everytime. Enjoy uninterrupted
convenience with rechargeable batteries that can be
supported by built in solar panels that ensure the batteries are
being continuously charged. Motorised shutters are energy
efficient and practical, and can be installed on our Phoenix,
Basswood and Western Red Cedar ranges.
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Roller blinds

The simplicity of the roller blind
harmonises comfortably into any
decor style and is available in a vast
selection of fabrics, colours and
textures. Our fabric collection
includes sunscreens, light filters and
blockouts to create your personal
style. With the versatility of several
operating
options
including
motorised systems, roller blinds
provide a highly efficient method of
light, sun and privacy control. They
are so compact that once rolled up
your view is uninterupted.
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Roller blinds
Single roller blinds
Single roller blinds are chain operated
and incorporate a spring assist system
which provides smooth easy lift
operation. The adjustable tension
allows the operator to use the same
pressure when raising the blind as
when lowering it.

Linked roller blinds
Link and Independent Link roller blind systems are used for dual
operation of two or more roller blinds that are hanging side by side.
Using either one of these systems will considerably reduce the light
gap between the blinds. The Link system is designed to operate
multiple blinds by one chain, eliminating chains hanging between
each blind. The Independent Link system is designed to link two
blinds to enable each blind to be operated separately.

Dual roller blinds
The dual system is two chain
operated roller blinds installed on
one set of brackets. This system is
ideal for combining a sunscreen
roller blind with a light block roller
blind to provide perfect light and
privacy control options throughout
the day and night.

Independent link roller blind

Motorised roller blinds

Perfect for operating larger
blinds and groups of blinds,
motorised roller blinds operate
quickly and quietly. The C-bus
compatible motor system will
allow you to integrate the roller
blinds into your complete
home automation system.
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Roman blinds
With several design options available,
the roman blind can easily have a
tailored and formal look or a soft and
casual style. A choice of operation and
installation methods allow for perfect
control of light, sun and privacy. Choose
from a wide range of fabrics, colours and
textures to make creating an individual
look easy.

cost
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motor
operate

medium

no
blinds displayed in this photo are classic roman
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plain panel glides displayed in this photo

Panel glide
blinds
Panel glides are easy to use,
economical and suitable for a
variety of applications. Compact,
neat and tidy they utilise very
little space and barely obstruct
your view. The panel glide
controls light, sun and privacy
and is available in a vast array of
fabrics and design styles.

cost
level

motor
operate

medium

no
plantation panel glides displayed in this photo

Venetian blinds

cost
level

motor
operate

budget

no

Vertical blinds
A wide variety of fabrics including light filters and blockouts with
a choice of blade sizes, will ensure you achieve the perfect effect
for your windows. The vertical blind fabrics are dust and mould
resistant and anti fade, providing you with a low maintenance
window covering for everyday living.

Venetian blinds offer complete light,
sun and privacy control and are
available in a range of materials to suit
all window applications. Choose from
the wide variety of options within the
premium range to more economical
timber or man made composite blinds.
There is a colour and style to suit all
your individual decor needs.

cost
level

motor
operate

ecowood
medium

no

natural wood
medium

no

premium
high-end

no

Honeycomb shades
Honeycomb shades provide a high level
of energy efficiency by trapping the air
within their cellular structure. This
results in a cooler room in summer and
a warmer room in winter. The
Honeycomb shades feature a variety of
pleat sizes, cell designs and fabrics
which provide a wide choice of decore
options. With the option of the innovative
cordless rail system, you have the easy
convenience of no cords and increased
child safety. Simple, elegant and
functional, Honeycomb shades are a
practical solution to insulation problems.
cost
level

motor
operate

premium

no
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